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Studies and Sports
The reports of Delegates of the
International Red Cross Committee,
based on many visits to prisoner uf
war and civilian internee camps
under German control, demonstrate
emphatically that studies, which enable prisoners to improve their knowledge, and sports, which aid them
physically, are growing increasingly
popular.
ln one German camp, recently visited by an I. R. C. C. Delegate, two
large new barracks had been erected
opposite each other. Above the entrance of one of them were the words,
"Dining Room and University." The
"University" was set up, at the prisoners' request, as a simple center for
studies. To organize this, the prisoners' elected representative issued an
appeal for help to all teachers, students, experts, and others who were
competent and willing to assist in the
courses. In one case motor mechanics
djvulged the secrets of internal combustion engines to classes of prisoners, while another group interested
in printing listened to a printer
explain his craft. The same university organized discussions on elementary mathematics, mechanics, chemistry, and physics.
These discussions gradually developed into large conferences which
took place on Saturday nights. The
subjects for discussion were selected
by the prisoners themselves and
ranged all the way from philosophical problems to colonial politics and
the development of art. In some cases,
talks were given by German professors who came from nearby towns.
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for marking, through the intermediary of the I. R. C. C. at Geneva, to
a school or college in the prisoners'
own country. American schools are
not yet participating in this educational program, but arrangements
are in hand for the Y. M. C. A. to
organize the educational activities of
American prisoners of war in Europe.
Several months ago a shipment was
made to Geneva of about 7,000 textbooks to enable prisoners to study
courses which the Armed Forces Institute has found are those most
frequently demanded by American
enlisted men.
A recent report from London
stated that over 70 societies and institutions - academic, professional,
and technical-are now holding examinations for prisoners of war,
ranging from surveying to chiropody
or spectacle making, and from history
and languages to accountancy and

bookkeeping. Over 20,000 requests
for books and study courses have been
received by the Educational Books
Section of the Prisoners of ,,var Department at Oxford, and the number
of applications for examinations now
runs into thousands.
Officers can devote more time to
study because, unlike enlisted men,
they are not required to work by
the detai~ing Power. In some officer
camps, therefore, courses may occupy
as many as 100 hours a week, so that
the prisoners can keep completely
occupied with studies. Enlisted men
assigned to labor detachments can
attend lectures before breakfast or
after supper, and a large part of them
do. Letters from American prisoners
show that they have been taking advantage of courses offered with the
help of the London organizations.

(Continued on page 5)

University Courses

In due course these discussions
grew into full lectures; and courses,
terminating with examinations sent
from home schools, were drawn up.
The completed papers are now sent

Sports Day at S talag Luft 111.
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Japanese Prisoner of War Camps-Taiwan (Formosa)
By John Cotton
The first report on camps in
Taiwan (Formosa) has been received from an International Red
Cross Committee Delegate who visited the camps there at the end of
May 1943. There are five camps, the
main one being at Taihaku, the capital, near the northern end of the
island. The others are located in alluvial coastal regions at Karenlw, a
port on the east coast, Taichu, near
the west coast, Tamazata, in the east
centraLp..art_of the island, and Reita
in the south.
Several of the camps were opened
in the summer of 1942, but one,
Tamazata, was opened on April 2,
1943. Th<i prisoners were brought to
Taiwan from the Philippines, Hong
Kong, Malaya, Sumatra, and Java.
Altogether, there are estimated to be
about 1,500 British, Dutch, and
American pris~mers of wJ:.¼om some
500 are Americans. All the camps
contain a large proportion of officers,
particularly the camp at Tamazata
where there arc 71 high ranking officers, 21 being Americans. The British
ex-governors of Hong Kong and ,
Malaya are at this camp, and, according to the report, the camp representatives include 15 generals and
ex-governors. A later report by cable
states that two of the camps, presumably Reita and Taichu, are to be
closed, and lists have been received of
some American noncoms and soldiers
moved to the Tokyo area, probably
--..~ - -~from these two camps.
__ _
The transfer from tropical areas
has no doubt been beneficial to the
prisoners since the climate of Taiwan,
a large island off the south coast of
China -and north of the Philippines,
is mild, ranging in temperature from
a low of 40 degrees in winter to 95
degrees in summer. The principal
industry is agriculture, the chief crop,
rice. The coastal areas; particularly
in the south and west, and the lower
hill regions are quite fertile, producing large quantities of sugar cane,
bananas, sweet potatoes, tea, pineapples, barley, coffee, cotton, mangqes, and papaya. A large part of the
island, particularly the central and
eastern portions, is mountainous;
some 6,000,000 acres are covered by
primeval forests. Especially noteworthy are the camphor trees which
grow with a luxuriance known now here else in the world.

Camp Conditions Improving

in reserve. The spokesman stated
that heavier clothing would be
The five camps are run on prac•
needed before next winter.
tically identical lines. The Japanese
It is reported that when the camps
commander is apparently a strict diswere opened there were a considerciplinarian who keeps the camps in
able number of cases of colitis and
good order. The subcommanders are
diptheria, aggravated by exhaustion
reported to be ambitious men who
as a result of the journey from the
are keen on improving their camps.
south and the sudden change of food
They appear to be doing their best
and climate. Since then there has
for the prisoners, and the prisoners'
been a gradual improvement as prisrepresentatives in all the camps cononers have' become acclimated and
firm that conditions are gradually _ conditions have- imprnv@d~ F-r@-V@Il-- improving.
-- tive inoculations were made against
The camps are situated in fairly
dysentery, typhoid fe:ver, cholera, and
large areas enclosed by bamboo or
smallpox. Yeast preparations were
brick walls, and, in one case, by
used for beri-beri cases.
barbed wire. The area of the camp
Malaria is reported to be endemic
at Karenka is 21 acres. The prison
in Reita, and to a lesser extent at
quarters consist mainly of wooden
three of the other camps. Quinine
military barracks with good ventilaand other drugs similar to those used
tion. Heat is ordinarily unnecessary.
by the Japanese army have been proThe toilet facilities appear to be adevided for treatment. The Delegate
quate but far from luxurious. Hot
reported that he would send atabrine
Japanese baths are permitted twice
and, if possible, plasmochin from
a week and cold showers whenever
certain small amounts of medical
desired.
supplies purchased in Japan by the
Cooking is done by Army cooks
I R. C. C. In addition, the usual
sanitary measures have been taken
among the prisoners. The food availfor preventing the development of,
able consists of substantial quantities
and to exterminate, the anopheles
of rice and barley; irregular quantities of meat and fish; vegetables,
-mosquito, which is the malaria carpotatoes, fruit; small quantities of
rier. Eucalyptus trees and citronella
eggs, butter, and cheese; and black
grass have been planted widely in
tea, but practically no coffee. The
camps. The prisoners have been proprisoners are raising some livestock
vided with mosquito nets, and pyreand poultry to provide more meat
thrum fumigating coils are used in
and eggs. At the Reita camp, pigs,
the barracks. A tropical medical rec!:ticks, an_d _chi<:kens _an~ _being raise4,_ search institute at Taihoku was
visfre-d by the ffelegate, who- received
and there is also a vegetable garden
of about two acres where sweet popromises of further assistance.
tatoes, peanuts, watermelons, etc.,
Each camp has an infirmary with
are grown. On the ·whole, the food
several doctors and attendants, most
supplies, although sufficient to live
of whom are prisoner doctors or
upon, do not appear to be entirely
orderlies. There is a regular medical
adequate for a balanced diet. The
inspection once a day, and at any
small amount of Red Cross relief
time in case of emergency. Dental
goods distributed from shipments
and optical treatment in most cases
~ent to Japan on repatriation ships
are ava'ilable _ in nearby towns alin 1942 slightly improved the situa- - though complaints have been retion, but were not sufficient to corceived that the treatment is not
rect the deficiency. One general, howalways satisfactory.
ever, speaking for the Tamazata
Canteen Facilities
camp, declared they had saved the
situation.
The financial condition of the
In all cases prisoners brought their
prisoners appears to be good. Officers
own clothing from the south and
use part of their allowances for meals,
some clothes have also been issued by
clothing, cigarettes, and dailv necesthe detaining authorities.- It is re- -sities, while the men spend thei1 pay
ported that in the camps men wear
for _tobacco and such other items as
Japanese dogs and that some shoes
. are available. Each camp has a cansent by the Red Cross are being kept . teen with a limited supply of cigar-
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The Kentanji Temple at Taihoku, visible f1·om the Taiholw Prisoner of War Camp on
the Island of Taiwan, was originally built by the Chinese in 1740. The temple ett•
sln-ittes the Goddess of M !?rcy.

ettes, sweets, fruit, black tea, salt,
flavoring, and stationery. The articles
which can be bought, however, are
not sufficient. Excess funds are deposited in Postal Savings Banks, and
the total savings have now reached a
fairl v large figure.
Officers and the few civilians in
the camps may work if they desire.
The enlisted men and I}Pncommissioned officers must work ·. iI they are
fit. The pay for workjs the same as
the Japanese army . receives, and
amounts to from 15 to 30 sen ($0.04
to $0.08) per day. At the Heito camp
one of the prisoners' ta*s for which
they are paid is to retnove stones
from gravel plains which are being
transformed into sugar cane fields.
At the time of the Delegate's visit,
he saw 347 men from this camp at
work in straw hats and shorts. He
said they were lean but in good
physical condition.
The prisoners' recreation consists
largely of walking, gardening, and
sports such as football and basketball;
as well as indoor recreation which
includes cards and chess. Several of
the 'camps have gramophones which
are played in the evening. Reading
matter apparently is inadequate, consisting of a few bpoks "a,nd English
editions of Japanese newspapers, in- eluding the Nippon Times and Osaka
Mainichi. The Delegate reported that
after his return to Tokyo a few hundred books were seht to the camps
, through the IMernaiional Y.M.C.A.
Neutral Commission. Religious services are held in the camps on Sun-

days and on memorial days. The
services, apparently, are conducted
by Army ,c haplains who are prisoners.
Very little mail has been received
in these camps, and the ,prisoners in
all cases have expressed a great desire
for better mail service. In most camps
postcards are permitted ' once a
month. Some ol me mgh ranking officers have been allowed to . dispatch
radio communications and letters.
The requests ol the prisoners invariably were for more mail, more
food, medicine, clothing, games, and
recreation equipment.
Karenko

A comparatively large number of
Americans . are at Camp Karenko.
Out of a total of 248 prisoners in this
camp, 166 were Americans, of whom
132 were officers. The camp is located
near the town of Karenko, which has
30,000 inhabitants and is situated
near the sea. The camp was opened
on July 26, 1942, and is near a hill
in park-li-ke scenery. Out of a camp
area of 21 acres enclosed by a brick
wall, prisoners' buildings cover threefourths of an acre. Quarters consist
of two-story permanent wooden military barracks. Each man has a bed
with a straw mattress, a mattress
cover, two sheets, and four thin
blankets. Only the officers have
pillows.
Good drinking water comes from a
nearby reservoir. The cooking is done
by seven Army cooks among the
prisoners. The food is estimated to
contain about 2,800 calories per day

per man. In this camp the prisoners'
weight is stated to have increased
from an average of 144 Ibs. on. arrival to 146½ lbs. at the end of May
1943. The camp has a vegetable garden which covers five acres and, in
addition, the men are raising goats,
pigs, rabbits, and chickens, which
should help to improve the diet.
The camp has work benches for
tailors and cobblers, and chairs for
barbers. AgriculLural work is voluntary, at the rate of 2 yen ($0.50) per
month. As in the other camps, the
spokesmen expressed the desire for
more food (particularly for those
working) , more clothing, as well as
towels; soap, books, games, and sports
equipment.
The visit of the International Red
Cross Committee Delegate should result in improved conditions at these
camps. As reported above, on the
Delegate's ret1cun to Tokyo, some
books ancl ·medicines were forwarded.
A later cable stated that at Camp
Tamazato new roomy quarters, which
were being constructed, would be
available in July, with a consequent
improvement in conditions.
Deliveries to British Prisoners of
War
Figures recently received from
Geneva show that during the year
1942, 25,807 tons of relief supplies
in parcels (containing food, tobacco,
clothing, and miscellaneous items)
were shipped from Geneva to British
prisoners of war held by Germany
and Italy. Of the total amount of
25,807 tons shipped, only 39 tons
were lost, through pilferage and other
causes, in transit to the camps. The
amount thus lost was less than onefifth of one percent.
THE S. S. GRIPSHOLM
The exchange of American and
Japanese nationals at Marmagoa,
in Portuguese India, wa~ set for
October _15, 1943. The diplomatic
exchange ship GRIPSHOLM i~
carrying relief supplies for Ameri
can prisoners of war and civilian
internees in the Far East valued at
over $1,500,000, as well as next of
kin packages. Full details of the
supplies shipped will he given in
our next issue.
The American ~ed Cro~s has
confirmed that the relief supplie~
shipped a year ago for Americar
prisoners in the Philippines were
received and distributed last January, and that their arrival was most
timely.
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By Marion Hale Britten

Most prisoners of war and civilian
internee camps in Germany and Italy
have their own newspapers which
serve as a link between the different
camps and their working detachments. In some camps prisoners are
also permitted to subscribe to approved local newspapers, but, as a
rule, they much prefer their own
sheets which furnish them with camp
news and information about entertainments, sports, educational activities, the arrival of Red Cross supplies, and so forth.
Tnefe are two kinds of camp newspapers in Germany. The first is issued biweekly by the German authorities and published in the large towns
which have prison camps in the vicinity. It circulates from one prisoner of war camp to another
throughout the country, and it is the
publication which deals with all matters of a general character-such as
repatriation, world news, official
notices, etc. It usually runs to about
IO pages, with large headings in
heavy type and a · lay-out somewhat
along the lines of an American daily.
It is illustrated with photographs.
The "Home Town" Sheet

usually leave this to read last, as they
can then return to their work refreshed by the thoughts of home.
Turning over again we come to more
spicy stuff-jokes about the camp
doctor's nose; the monocle of Captain X, who rather fancies the cut
of his uniform; and many other little
tidbits about colleagues.
Further on there is a lesson in
grammar headed "Modern Languages without Tears," and, stil) fu,rther, printed on red paper, we read
a heading "Hello, Hello, This Is the
Doctor Speaking;'' followea. by some
sound hygienic advice. Then follow
the sports reporter and the musical
reviewer. There are also recipes, one
describing "how to convert Red Cross
sardines into fresh trout." And,
finally, a puzzling heading· worded
"Do you know it?" This informs us,
among other things, that water polo
was first played in Engl;:i.nd in the
18th century as an imitation of horse
polo; and that the artificial creeper
commonly described as barbed wire
is a rambler very common in Central
Europe.
All Work Done by Volunteers
A ;reat amount of painstakfog effort and resourcefulness is devoted to
getting out these camp sheets. Pre-

war lawyers, doctors, actors, and publicity experts now labor side by side
_in "the editor's den" to entertain and
enlighten their comrades. Some prisoners devote their Sundays to duplicating copies of the paper. Others, on
returning from a mine or a brickyard
at the end of a hard day's work, labor
with pen and pencil for several hours.
The entire camp, reports the Press
Department of the I. R. C. C., willingly and enthusiastically cooperates
to achieve the success of its paper.
The following notes taken frm:n__
letters from prisoners of war in
Italian camps, show that interest in
camp news sheets there is just as keen
as in German camps:
"My first book review was published by the camp newspaper this
week, and I hope to make regular
contributions of this feature. As regards the news which is posted, most
of it is from the Italian press, but this
week we have details of conditions
in England, as gi:ven by two airmen
who _were brought down some days
ago and are now at this camp.
"The 'Grif' enters its third volume
shortly. It 'is going strongly. We have
been running a series of motor racing
articles which, with their illustrattons, would do credit to any of the
best motoring journals.

Besides this general newspaper for
prisoners there are also the camp
sheets which appear usually about
once a week, and which are posted
on a large notice board fixed against
the wall of the canteen. The following description of one of these sheets
has been obtained from the Inter=n=a~-- tional Red Cross Committee, which
keeps a complete file in Geneva of
all camp news sheets:
This one happens to be called Th e
Flag, the newspaper of, let us say,
Camp X. On the front page under
the natio_nal ·colours is the motto
"Hold Out." In the middle of the
page <\ bold heading announces that
the prisoners' representative (the
elected camp leader) has a message.
In it he not only gives good advice
and encouragement, but also, -for
example, states that prisoner Bill M.
has saved the life of a child who·
was drowning, and that an anonymous prisoner has made a gift "to
the paper's editor of 50 Reichsmarks
for the family of a less fortunate
fellow.
Let's turn over. Here we -come to
Group of American atoiators, iticl11ding at least two pilots of Flying Fortresses, who
the home news section. Prisoners
are among the approximately four hundred American flyers at Stalag L11ft Ill, Germany.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Q'. My son zs in a German camp
where there are many British
prisoners. In a letter sent last
January, and not received until
July, he complains that British
prisoners receive more cigarettes
and parcels from home than do
Americans. He also says that the
Canadian Red Cross parcels are
better packed than those received
in the same camp from the American Red Cross, and that the conten ts are better. I wonder if similar criticism is reaching you from
other sources, and what you intend to do about it.
A. Much has already been done.
Since your son's letter was written
we have opened food packaging
centers, staffed by women volunteers, at New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, and St. Louis. All American Red Cross prisoner of war
packages are now made up in
these centers, and contain the
highest quality products. The
variety and nutrition value, as
well as the packing, have been
much improved in the last six
months, but the output of the
packing centers is only now beginning to reach prisoner of war and
American civilian internee camps
in Europe.· If, however, any further criticism reaches you-or any
other reader- we hope you will
send it to us.
_ Regarding the complaint that
British prisoners receive more
cigarettes and parcels from home
rhan Americans-although the
regu lations differ to some extent
because of differences within the
two countries, ·the treatment of
prisoners has been approximately
equalized, in that greater generosities in the regulations for British prisoners of war are balanced
by others in the American regulations. The American Red Cross
sends one standard food package
weekly to all American prisoners
of war in Europe. The family
may send one next-of-kin parcel
each 60 days, and one tobacco
parcel and one book parcel each
month.
It should be remembered that,
until the Tunisian campaign, we
had relatively few American prisoners of war in Europe. The Brit-

I

ish have many times the number
of prisoners in Germany we have,
and their service has become extreme} y well organized over the '
last three years. As we have previously indicated, the American
Red Cross has a working arrangement with the British Red
Cro~_s whereby small numbers of
Americans brought into German
and Italian camps .[or British
prisoners temporarily r eceive British · supplies from camp stocks
until shipments. of American
goods arrive from Geneva. By
now, we too have stocks in many
camps. No cost or effort is being
spared in looking after the welfare of American prisoners, and
in this we are receiving the wholehearted cooperation of the British
Red Cross, as well as the benefit
of their experience.

Q. Our son's camp, Ofl,ag IX A/Z,
Germany, is located, I understand, about 25 miles southeast
of Kassel, Germany. Do you think
any of the high water, caused
from the bursting of the Eder
dam in the bombing raids the
latter part of May, reached this
camp or did any damage there?
A. No. Immediately · following the
news of the bombing raids of
which you speak, inguiry was
made of the International Red
Cross Committee at Geneva as to
the possibility of injury to American prisoners known to be held in
the vicinity. A prompt reply was
received assuring us that the
prisoners there were quite safe.

Q. My son, now an American prisoner of war in Germany, has written me to send him cigarettes
and candy, and to "see the Red
· Cross about pare.els." Please tell
me what to do.
A. The American Red Cross standard food package, which your son
is now undoubtedly receiving at
the rate ot one a week, contains
100 ciguettes and two 4-oz. bars
of ration D chocolate. Perhaps at
first, however, he received (under
our reciprocal arrangement with
the British authorities) a Canadian or British food package,
neither of which contains cigar-

ettes. You can send him cigarettes
and tobacco, using the tobacco
label which you r eceive periodically from the Office of the Provost Marshal General. You can
also send hard candy in the nextof-kin package, but it must not be
in glass containers. It is not advisable to send ordinary chocolate
bars, however, because of the danger of crushing or melting.
Q., I frequently pi[h up enemy broadcasts claiming to give information about American prisoners of
_war. I write occasionally to a
prisoner's f arnily and tell them
what I have heard. Is ' there any
objection to my doing this?
A. There is. The United States authorities are explicit on the point
that no trust should be placed in
the reliability of reports from
Axis short wave broadcasting stations about, or purporting to be
from, American prisoners. There
have been numerous instances in
which such statements have
proved to be inaccurate. Because
of the unreliability of such reports, operators of short wave sets
receiving such alleged information should make no attempt to
relay the contents to the nearest
relative or friends of the prisoner
concerned. The Office of the Provost Marshal General, War Department, is provided with a complete monitoring service of all
short wave broadcasts from enemy
territory and usually advises the
next of kin of such reports, with
comment as to the degree of their
reliability. In any communication
to a prisoner of war, no mention
should be made of enemy broadcasts, since letters containing such
information will not be forwarded
by the censor's office.
Q. What happens to prisoners of war
when hostilities cease?
A. Article 75 of the Geneva Prisoners of ,,Var Convention provides,
among other things, that: "When
belligerents conclude a convention of armistice they must, in
principle, have appear therein
stipulations regarding the repatriation of prisoners of war. If it
has not been Rossible to insert
stipulations in this regard in such
convention, belligerents .shall
nevertheless come to an agreement ' in this regard as soon as
possible. In any case, repatriation
of prisoners shall be effected with
the least possible delay after the
conclusion of peace."

\
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LETTERS FROM PRISONERS
OF WAR

(Continued from page 8)

eyes that his mind is a long way from
this place. Tonight I am to take part
in a lecture to be given by the Yanks
concerning our particular Army
unit. I hope I don't get nervous before the crowd, for it has been a long
time since I have gotten up in front
of a group of people to make a
speech.
(Later)

A train load of prisoner of war relief supplies has been made up at the Franco-Swiss
border and is ready to leave for the camps.

When Red Cross Parcels Arrive
Colonel Mary Booth, granddaughter of the founder of the Salvation
Army, who recently returned to England after two and a half years in
German prison and internment
camps, sent the following letter to a
British publication:
"How can I ever e~press ,wh<;1t I
feel about the Red Cross? Words like
'thank"s,' 'appreciation,' 'grati-t~tle'
fail absolutely to convey the feelmgs
of my heart. How should l tha?"k the
lifeboat crew who battle their way
through the stortn to save me? Or
how show myappreoation to the firemen who fight through the flames
to rescue me? Wprds at such times
are indeed poor mediums.
"No one can ever understand, not
even the Red Cross itself, all that it
has meant to us during our time of
captivity to receive those wonderful
parcels.
.
.
"In those first dark months of 19-10
it looked as though it would be quite
impossible for the Red Cross ev~r to
reach us. This war seemed so different from the last war. England itself
stood in grave d~nger of in~a_s'ion,and. yet like a bnght star shmmg m
the darkness of our night we knew
the Red Cross was there and that it
would reach us if it could, and at last,
thank God, it did reach us.
" 'How did you feel,' someone
asked, 'when you re_ceived your first

parcel?' Well, I remember weeping
for joy and being so excited that I
could not undo the string and one
of the German guards had to help
me.
"When the parcels arrived in large
quantities in the big van we often
cheered and on one occasion sang
'God Save the King.'
"I do pray that God's special blessing may rest on the Red Cross and
on all who subscribe to its funds.
"I write not only for myself but
also on behalf of all our brave-men
and women still in prison and internment camps."

Prisoners of War Bulletin is sent
free of charge to those registered
as next of kin with the Office of
the Provost Marshal General, to
American Red Cross chapters, and
to workers engaged in prisoner of
war relief.
If we have omitted the names of
any persons falling within these
categories, they may be added to
the mailing list by writing to your
Red Cross chapter.
Gilbert Redf.ern,
'
Ed2tor.

T ennis has ceased bccaw;e of lack
of tennis balls but it will on-Iv b·- -- temporary, I hope. T he Red Cros~
will probably send some through before summer is over. One of our officers heard from the States yesterday (the first one to receive a letter)
so the rest of us can hardly wait until
one comes with our name on it. Con Id
use some underwear, socks, and a
couple of light khaki shirts. Outside
of that I am sitting o.k., so don't
worry a bit.

Stalag Luft III

May 25, 1943
Dear Folks:
Still hoping and wa1tmg for the
first letter. It should be here sometime next month. As regards myself, ·
it's the same old story. We are being
well taken care of, time passes fast,
many of my old friends are joi_ning
me here, which makes life more
pleasant, and I am in very good
health. My only worry is that you
might not have heard about me so
will be relieved when your first letter
arrives. I spend most of my time reading and attending · a class in mathematics; also doing a little German. I
spend a good part of the day in the
sun and have a good tan started.
Don't waste any sympathy on me for
I am probably having a better time
than you are. The only thing _I miss
is you all. Be sure ahd write often.
Don't know how things will be when
winter comes, but right now everything is pleasant. Have a baseball
league organized now and as soon as
I finish this I am going to play a
game. If you can send me the things
I asked for, okay. If not, it makes no
difference because I have everything
I need.
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Extracts from Letters from Prisoners of War
From Zentsuj i: "I was very happy
the first day I got mail from you. It
helps to relieve one's mind of worries . . . When I'm busy time flies,
but when I sit around doing nothing,
that's when it's bad . . . Since my
last letter I was in Osaka (here almost a complete line was censored) .
I had a good time while up there,
but my leg which was hurt in Guam
gave out, so I came back here. I saw
some nice looking streamlined trains,
too. It's cool here now. So chin up,
Moms, the hardest part is past and
I hope to see you all in the fu ture."
From an American soldier captured by the Germans in North
Africa and held prisoner there until
released by Allied occupation: "It
was while we were prisoners that we
learned to look forward to the French
Red Cross. They fed us suppers that
were like feasts compared with the
German menu .. . I asked a German
guard who spoke French if he'd ask
a Frenchman to buy me some bread.
He did, and several of us bought
some from this Frenchman. Then he
went away. About an hour later, he
returned with three big bags of
bread. He gave some of the bread to
the prisoners who had bought it and
then said the Red Cross had given
the rest to us. We all appreciated
that."
From a British prisoner in Oflag
VII B, Germany: "We have now 37
of your compatriots here from Tunis.
They all seem fit and cheerful and
are very popular. They and the Canadians are making us baseball
minded ... We have put ort some
first class shows recently at our little
theater. The next two' scheduled are
'The Case of the Frightened Lady'
and the 'Mikado.' We have some
splendid actors and producers, and
our leading lady is second only to
Marlene Dietrich (or am I behind
times?).''
From Zentsuji War Prison Camp,
Japan: "I've told you about our routine here. The only change is the
addition of a public speaking course.
We have almost finished the shorthand book. Spanish is slower, and
we play bridge occasionally. We haven't lust a tournament yet. We
are using a system, not Culbertson's,
which I'm sold on. When I get home
we'll have to try it.''
'
From a civilian internee (camp un-

known): "Keep your h eads high for
soon, With peace, comes the greatest
trial of tolerance. May we show .humanity after peace as before it.''
The camp leader for American
civilian internees at !lag VII Z, Germ~ny, acknowle~ging receipt of a
shipment of clothmg from the United
States, writes: "We take this opportunity of thanking the donors most
cordially and of assuring them that
their generous gifts are sincerely appreciated by all the internees receiving them." American internees
formerly at Laufen (!lag VII) were
transferred , in the latter part of 1942,
to !lag VII Z, which is located at
Tittmoning, in Oberbayern.
Th_e ~~mp !eader at !lag VIII (also
for civilian mterI).ees) writes: "We
are pleased to advise that a consignment of 130 dozen spools of thread
from the American Red Cross
reac~ed us yesterday. We much appreoated this very wekome gift."
From P. G. 21, Italy: "With very
few noticeable exceptions, prisoners
of war get to be extremely generous
- selfishness does not pay; and all I
can hope-for myself as well as for
the o~her~-is that
may put into
practice m after life the habits of
though_tfulness and decency for others which were prevalent in prison
camp."

:ve

1>- Bri,!ish prison~r•in Oflag IX A/Z
wntes: 130 Americans have just arrived, and, fo_rtunately, at a camp
already orgamzed and supplied-all
fitted out and in good shape at once.
A bathing pool is being made in the
river half an hour's walk away, which
will helr consider·ably. The camp is
stone bmlt and has adequate sanitary
arrangements.''
From Stalag Luft III an American
officer wrote to his mother on May
30, 1943: "If you are allowed to send
packages of food, include pepper,
parsley and onion flakes-seasoning
of any sort. We are doing our own
cooking and it's not half bad. Anyway, it always gets eaten up. The Red
Cross is doing a beautiful job here."

Prisoners of War Bulletin invites reprinting of its articles in
whole or in part. Its contents are
not copyrighted.

Before beginning its jottrney to a camp in
Germany or Italy every freight car containing prisoner of ivar relief sttPPlies is
sealed by a ettstoms official.

Movement of Relief
Supplies through France
The movement of relief supplies
through the port of Marseille, France,
to International Red Cross Committ_ee warehouses in Switzerland, destined for prisoners of war and civilian
inte.rnees held by Germany and Italy,
has recently increased to the point
where the I. R. C. C. now requires
1,500 ten-ton railroad cars a month.
This means about sixty trains, or two
trains a day. These supplies represent
all shipments by British, British
Dominion and American Red Cross
societies which go via Lisbon to
Marseille or direct to Marseille.
The French authorities now provide special police protection in the
railroad yards at which these relief
trains stop. No charge is made by the
French authorities for the transportation of prisoner of war relief supplies through, or into, France.

Red Cross Packaging
Centers
During the five weeks ·beginning
June 28 and ending August 2, 1943,
the Red Cross Packaging Centers
at Philadelphia, Chicago, and New
York made up 843,059 standard food
parcels for prisoners of war. This
brought the total output to 2,795,434. The Philadelphia Center on August 5 completed its first million pack. ages. New York reached the one million mark on August 16.
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"Our Prisoners of War"New South African
Publication
At the time the first issue of our
was in
preparation, a similar publication for
South African families of prisoners
of war made its first appearance. It
is issued by a Prisoners of War Relatives' Association, with the support
of the South Africa Red Cross Society,
whose president contributed a message 6£ welcome to the first number
of the publication, known as Our
Prisoners of War. Mr. Justice 0. D.
Schreiner, the president, after paying
tribute to the International Red
Cross Commiffee -;na~ the South__
African Red Cross work for prisoners,
wrote:
"The Prisoners of War Relatives'
Association can help in various ways
to supplement the services already
unstintingly rendered, and not the
least important of these additional
services will be found to consist in
the publication of Our Prisoners of
War . .. It will succeed in proportion
as it achieves the personal touch
which is so necessary in dealing with
problems of this kind.
"The South Africa Red Cross Society extends a hearty welcome to the
first number of Our Prisoners of War,
and hopes that it will receive all the
support from the public that it
deserves."
PRISONERS OF WAR BULLETIN

Vatican Delegate Visits Japanese Camps
Mgr. Paolo Marcella, the Apostolic
Delegate in Tokyo, recently visited
prisoners of war in eight camps in
various localities, as well as civilian
internees in four camps, in central
Japan. He inspected the camp quarters and talked with the prisoners,
especially the sick who are gradually
recovering their health. He was able
to observe that they are moderately
well tr:eated.
The condition of the civilian internees, a report on the visit receiYed
here further states, is sufficiently satisfactory: all enjoy good health, morale
is high, and the treatment moderately
good.
These visits of the Vatican representative are said to have caused _joy
among the internees, while all the
prisoners (Americans, British, Dutch,
etc.) welcomed the interest shown by
the Holy Father, and expressed the
desire that greetings and news be
sent to their families through the
Apostolic Delegate. The Delegate interested himself particularly in religious assistance for Catholic pris-

oners and it appears that the Japanese authorities are disposed to allow
them this assistance.

Anxious for Books
The Delegate has been able to acquire a certain number of books and
games and to distribute them among
British and American prisoners of
war in a camp near Tokyo. A second
lot of books, the report added, was
to have been sent them shortly. The
prisoners are most anxious to rec'= ive
books in English, but the Delegate
is finding it difficult to obtain such
books in sufficient quan.tiLy.-and @£-,,.a._._ _ __
type suitable as donations in the
name of the Holy Father. G:lmes
such as cards, checkers, and chess are
also hard to find in Japan.
The representative of the Vatican
also succeeded, although not without
difficulty, in making some shipments
ol foodstuffs to the prisoners. As a
memento of the visits, he also left
sums of money with the prisoners of
war and ciYilian internees.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
The names and addresses of the nearest relatives of American prisoners of
war and civilian internees, to whom this Bulletin is sent, were furnished to the
Red Cross by the Prisoners of iWar.·Information Bureau of the Provost Marshal
General's Office. To enable us to keep the mailing list up to date, we must rely on
otir, readers to advise us of any change of address. Please inform your Red Cross
chapter whenever you change your address and, in doing so, give the prisoner's
name; his serial or service number; the name ot the country in which he is held,
as well as the camp address (if known) ; and the name and address of .his next of
kin. In the case of civilian internees, please give the name of the internee; the
country and camp (if known) in which he 01 she is held; and the name and address
of the next of kin.
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